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Earth Science STV example #1 – repeat  airborne 
lidar

• Extreme storm event altered natural and built environment via flooding and extensive landslides over a 8000 km2 area in
northeastern Minnesota.
• Prompted state to contract rapid repeat lidar survey – area had been surveyed a few months prior to event.
• Regional-scale repeat lidar change detection typically hampered by internal misalignments, differing ground classifications
schemes and, other data inconsistencies (e.g. Scott et al. 2022 – statewide 3DEP change detection)
• We used Bayesian strip align to improve flightline overlap, ICP alignment of pre-and post event data where warranted,
and extrapolation of no-change areas - “correction surface” - to reduce error in change model.
• We then used Object Based Image Analysis to segment and classify the maps of landscape change over 8000 km2

• We map elevation change at a level of detection of between ±10-15 cm at a resolution of 1 meter across entire area, with
formal error budgeting.
• This allows volumetric sediment budgeting by landscape position, inference of styles of geomorphic process, and event-
based landslide susceptibility analysis.

Regional-scale landscape change – extreme weather – published 2022

2022



• Along much of the San Andreas fault in central California, plate boundary motion is accommodated via 
aseismic creep (ongoing displacement without significant earthquakes). This may lower shaking hazard.
• This has traditionally been measured using on-ground surveys, and more recently using SAR
• We use topographic differencing to measure and map fault creep at high resolution (1 m input data analyzed 
at 30 m window size) to generate independent creep rates every 400 m at 1–2 km apertures along >150 km of 
fault from 2005-2007 to 2018.
• Specifically, we used point‐to‐plane Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to calculate the 3‐D 
displacement field over the 11–13 year lidar timespan
• This provided maps of decimeter-scale displacement, calculated maps of shear strain, and provided the basis 
for new understanding of active fault trace, enhancing subsequent faut trace mapping.

Regional-scale landscape change – fault creep – published 2020
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Earth Science STV example #2 – repeat  airborne 
lidar



• Example of laborious repeat STV study - due to funding/policy 
constraints – perhaps could be done easier from different sensors
• NPS has a need to manage Tuolumne Meadows in accordance with 
the Tuolumne Wild and Scenic River Final Comprehensive 
Management Plan
• Concerns about streambank erosion led to need to quantify 
geomorphic change 
• One older airborne lidar and three annual terrestrial lidar scans 
provided detailed measurement of topographic change, and mapping of 
riparian vegetation.
• Required high accuracy, high resolution STV data.
• We concluded that streambank erosion was balanced by sediment 
deposition on channel bars. We provided volumetric sediment budgeting 
and maps of landscape change, in relation to hydrological data. This 
provides intuition for potential future changes related to streamflow.

• This detailed fluvial system and vegetation monitoring could be 
aspirational STV goal

STV for natural resources management – Tuolumne Meadows, Yosemite NP - 2021
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Earth Science STV example #3 – repeat  ground-based 
lidar



USGS hazard event response

• Evaluate likelihood of surface rupture, if M5.8 or greater (especially domestic), initiate 
surface rupture – oriented response. Social media, news, local contacts etc provide initial 
information

• SAR (usually 1-2 days) to confirm rupture, estimate extents, subpixel offset measurement

• Task satellites for image acquisition (need clear views), data sometimes available in hours

• Imagery used for detailed fault rupture mapping. Pre- and post-event imagery used for 2D 
image correlation for subpixel horizontal slip measurement

• 3D topo from imagery or lidar (lidar often lags days-weeks, often not collected 
internationally) for vertical and horizontal slip measurement

• All this may be iterative with fieldwork by USGS and/or others.

• Afterslip measurement requires high frequency (daily at first, then longer) observations to 
measure feature offset at cm level.

Description of typical USGS Earthquake response – STV perspective
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Earth Science STV applications 

• For earthquake scientists and geomorphologists, 1-meter and occasionally finer resolution products may be required to see 
landscape change at the resolution of the surface processes at work. 

• It is becoming more common to look at regional spatial scales – 10s-100s of km across study regions. Storms and wildfires 
that are two significant drivers with areas of 1000s km2, earthquake surface ruptures can be 100s of km long.

• Accuracies need to be sub-meter, and preferably at the centimeter to decimeter level – especially for post fire erosion, 
shallow landslides, fluvial system change detection.

• Airborne lidar remain the standard for these types of studies but cost, contracting, and latency remain significant barriers –
NSF-NCALM/USGS cooperation has been fruitful. 

• SAR is now a routine part of earthquake response studies, and tends to be delivered quickly by scientific community, higher 
resolution and differing line of sight angles may be useful.

• Commercial optical imagery appears to meet the needs of some return frequency and resolution are getting very good –
though issues exist with access and publication of commercial data. QUAKES-I imagery follow-on may be promising with 
multi-look, deployable photosensor arrays. Finer resolution may be required to reach aspirational objectives.

• Shorter repeat times for STV – hours, days – would allow monitoring of ongoing deformation, landslide activity, cascading 
hazards (flood/dam breach after seismogenic or other landslides, fire after earthquake, ongoing volcanic activity, etc.)

A few thoughts on STV needs – agency perspective
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